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Our Lady of Lourdes Regional Medical
Center in Lafayette, Louisiana.

T EG A rchitect s
ha s per formed more
t ha n 3,20 0 project s
for
healthcare
clients. Through this
experience, the firm
understands that one
thing in healthcare
ESTOPINAL
is certain; delivery of
care is a complex challenge.
The complexity of this delivery of
care challenge is exacerbated by the fact
that most healthcare facilities were not
designed to respond to the issues of today.
In fact, the average construction date of

are trying to compete for patients
and staff in 2016 with facilities
that are nearly 45 years old.
most healthcare square footage across the
United States is from the mid-1970s. In
short, most of the healthcare institutions
the firm works with are trying to compete
for patients and staff in 2016 with facilities
that are nearly 45 years old.

Meet David McCay, MD, with
Paladina Health, a company
that provides a variety of
healthcare services to patients
throughout the United States
and abroad.

Meet Your
Provider
Michael Bond is a 2014
graduate of Spencerian
Louisville with a degree
in practical nursing and
currently works at St. Claire
Regional Hospital.
Read more on page 8

Life Sciences Supplement
Biotech probably isn’t the first word – or even the
tenth – that comes to mind
when you think of Kentucky.
However, contrary to popular
belief, the state is ripe for
innovations in life science
and biotechnology. This
month we take a closer look
at the life science industry in
Kentucky in a special supplement.

Phased Replacement
Facility
— Medical campus is master planned
with a long-range vision.
— Allows the leadership team to undertake
a series of smaller projects.

Read more on page 9

— Results in a new medical center or
a replacement hospital.
— Allows the medical center to achieve a fully
modernized facility without the huge expense.
— Projects in early phases help to pay for later projects.

In short, most of the healthcare
institutions the firm works with

Physician
Spotlight

Read more on page 4

In contrast to a major replacement strategy,
facilities can respond to the delivery of care
challenge by a Phased Replacement Facility (PRF).
By R. Wayne Estopinal

Commentary page 18

Phased Replacement Facility
Reality also tells us most healthcare
institutions are not in a strategic or financial
position to simply build a replacement
facility and abandon antiquated facilities.
In contrast to a major replacement strategy,
facilities can respond to the delivery of
care challenge by a Phased Replacement
Facility (PRF).
In a PRF, a medical campus is
master planned with a long-range vision

– allowing the leadership team and Board
to undertake a series of smaller projects.
This phased approach ultimately results
in a new medical center or a replacement
hospital and allows the medical center to
achieve a fully modernized facility without
undertaking a major project of literally
hundreds of millions of dollars. An added
benefit is the fact that projects in early
phases help to pay for later projects.
Continued on page 3

SERVING KENTUCKY AND SOUTHERN INDIANA

IN THIS ISSUE
Architecture
& Design
This month we explore advances in evidencebased facility design and examine ways to
improve health
outcomes and
reduce healthcare
costs through
design.
Articles begin
on page 14
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THE LEUKEMIA &
LYMPHOMA SOCIETY’S
MAN & WOMAN OF THE
YEAR CANDIDATES
The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s (LLS) Man & Woman
of the Year (MWOY) campaign engages influential,
compassionate community leaders to help find cures and
ensure access to treatments for blood cancer patients and
improve the quality of life for patients and their families.

Brian Diehlman

Tony Simms

Chris Whigham

Winkie Dawkins

Dena Lloyd-Handy

Pam Sanders

Christy Smallwood

Terri Weber

Amy Wagner

Waddell & Reed

Rodan + Fields

Eagle Eye Enterprises

U of L School of
Medicine

Retired insurance
agent/realtor

Greater Louisville Inc

Derby City Social Media

Independent Pilots
Association

Reflections of You,
by Amy

JOIN US AS THE WINNERS ARE ANNOUNCED AT
THE GRAND FINALE, JUNE 2 AT THE OLMSTED.
FOR TICKET/TABLE INFORMATION: MWOY.ORG/KY

N E W S in brief

One simple rule for practitioners to
avoid overpayments, False Claims
Act penalties
By Lisa English Hinkle
I n D e cemb er,
t he Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
released its “Supplementary Appendices
for the Medicare
Fee-for-Service 2015
HINKLE
Improper Payments
Report,” an annual compilation of statistics from investigations into overpayments and other instances of fraud,
waste and abuse in Medicare payments.
What should shock Kentucky providers
is that Kentucky has the seventh highest
percentage of projected overpayments at
15.4 percent, or $897.7 million. More
than one out of every seven Medicare
fee-for-service payments made in the
Commonwealth is projected to be an
overpayment in 2015, yet many of these
problems could have been avoided by
following one simple rule: document
claims properly.
In the face of such alarming statistics, what should truly give practitioners
pause is that the great majority of these
overpayments – 65.4 percent – occur due
to, according to the report, “insufficient
documentation.” In other words, it’s not
that the claim is fraudulent or not provided, necessarily, it’s that the claim is
not fully supported by documentation.
With increasing focus on documentation, the use of electronic medical records is important, but must be carefully
reviewed to make sure that providers are
not simply cutting and pasting from a
patient’s previous record, which is sometimes called “cloning.” Providers must
create a medical record that accurately
reflects an assessment of the individual
patient’s condition.
Overpayments, if not corrected and
repaid in a timely fashion, can lead to
substantial and potentially catastrophic
penalties. Under provisions of the Affordable Care Act and now a final “60day rule” from CMS, providers have a
60-day window after identifying po-

What should truly give practitioners
pause is that the great majority
of these overpayments –
65.4 percent – occur due
to, according to the report,
“insufficient documentation.”
tential overpayments in which to repay
them. This applies to both potential
overpayments known to the provider and
potential overpayments about which the
provider should have known. After that
window closes, overpayments become
potential violations of the False Claims
Act (FCA). FCA violations carry significant penalties, with treble damages
and a penalty ranging from $5,500 to
$11,000 for each violation. The Final
Rule on when overpayments become
False Claims Act violations gives a
three-year “lookback” period for investigators to find identified but unreported
overpayments, which creates additional
liability for practitioners.
With increasing oversight of the
many different entities now involved
in policing healthcare providers, practitioners must make renewed efforts to
implement effective compliance with a
specific goal of reviewing the documentation that supports Medicare billing.
Staff training may play a crucial role
in this process. Complete and proper
documentation is potentially the easiest route to compliance with Medicare
billing practices, yet it accounts for the
highest proportion of improper payment errors. Physicians and providers must take effective steps to create
“healthy billing practices.”

McBrayer will be holding a
webinar on May 24th and 25th to give
a primer and update on overpayments,
the False Claims Act and best practices.
Please visit www.mmlk.com to register.

Full article can be found online at
http://goo.gl/O8Otfd.
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Competing for patients with old facilities
ED+PC
To provide a creative solution
to this challenge, TEG Architects
utilizes a planning and design strategy,
titled Efficient Design+Productive
Care (ED+PC). This process aligns
optimal clinical relationships and
design features to deliver incredible
departmental and overall facility
efficiency and productivity.
ED+PC has been used on numerous
major projects and replacement hospitals
throughout the nation. Whether a
full replacement hospital or a phased
replacement hospital, this collaborative
and innovative process has proven to
facilitate positive clinical outcomes,
incredible workplace satisfaction,
patient satisfaction improvements and
financial success.

Nurse station at Our Lady of Lourdes
Regional Medical Center in Lafayette,
Louisiana. Photo by Will Crocker

Positive Financial Results
The financial results healthcare
clients realize immediately have been
transformative. The manner in which

TEG engages the community leadership,
community focus groups, medical staff,
hospital leadership, departmental staffs
and patients builds consensus regarding the
clinical and facility alignment so facilities
become the healthcare provider of choice
by the community, the employer of choice
and a major part of the community’s fabric.
Through ED+PC, clients see increases
in net revenues by 20 percent or more,
experience major departments that lower
their staffing costs and departments that
improve their profit margins by 200 to 300
percent over what was experienced prior to
the replacement facility.
Essentially, every healthcare facility
in Kentucky will pursue some level of
renovation or addition project over the
next five years. In doing so, leaders of these
institutions have the opportunity to plan
for a phased replacement facility and allow
each renovation/addition project to be a
step toward a more efficient and productive
overall campus.
TEG Architects serves clients nationally

She’s one reason
Passport is the
top-ranked
Medicaid MCO
in Kentucky.

Through ED+PC, clients see
increases in net revenues by
20 percent or more, experience
major departments that
lower their staffing costs and
departments that improve
their profit margins by 200
to 300 percent over what
was experienced prior to
the replacement facility.
in collaborating with clients to create the
most efficient and productive healthcare
facilities imaginable. Let us work with
your leadership team in creating a vision
of how your campus can be optimized
for significantly improved financial
performance, higher patient satisfaction and
being the employer of choice.
— R. Wayne Estopinal, AIA, ACHA,
LEED AP is president at TEG Architects.

We can give you 23,483* more.
Passport Health Plan is the only providersponsored, community-based Medicaid plan
operating within the commonwealth. So, it’s
no coincidence that Passport has the highest
NCQA (National Committee for Quality
Assurance) ranking of any Medicaid MCO
in Kentucky.

Our providers make the difference.
*Passport’s growing network of providers now includes
3,720 primary care physicians, 14,014 specialists,
131 hospitals, and 5,619 other health care providers.

Ratings are compared to NCQA (National Committee for
Quality Assurance) national averages and from information submitted by the health plans.

MARK-51677 | APP_11/16/2015
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N E W S in brief

PHYSICIAN SPOTLIG HT

Meet David McCay, MD, with Paladina Health
Why did you become a doctor?
I was drawn to medicine because it allowed me to apply science to directly help
people. I also like the problem solving involved, especially when the patient participates collaboratively.
Why did you choose this
particular specialty?
I knew I wanted to do primary care.
Internal medicine and pediatrics and
its more rigorous training allowed me
to become board certified to treat both
children and adults.
Is it different than
what you thought?
How?
There is a lot about
primary care that
y ou don’t le a r n
during school or
residency. I never imagined how much I
would have to be a salesman to convince

FAST FACTS
Hometown: Louisville, Kentucky
Family: Wife – Emily;
Daughter – Camille
Hobbies: Running, reading,
sports, hiking and camping
Education: BS – Centre College;
MD – University of Louisville,
Residency – St. Louis University
Motto: Pursue your dream.
Dream job: Chef or
professional poker player.

by healthcare costs and economics as do
patients. The rules are often just as baffling and out of the doctor’s control as for
the patient.
What is the one thing you wish patients
knew and/or understood about doctors?
Most of what we recommend is done
with the patient’s best interest in mind.
Often those recommendations are based
on research and the input of expert panels. I am amazed how frequently patients
don’t take my recommendations based on
hearsay or something read online.

my patients to do preventative care.
I also realize how hard it is to motivate
a patient to change for better health
and wellness.

What’s one thing your colleagues
would be surprised to learn about you?
Despite my longer hair and beard, I previously served 14 years combined active
duty and reserves in the Army.

What is the biggest misconception
about your field?
Medical providers get just as frustrated

What’s the best advice you ever received? Who gave it to you?
I don’t remember his name, but an Army

A N AT I O N A L L E A D E R I N



Louisville 40202



502.893.1875 | 250 West Main Street



Lexington 40507

Who are your heroes in healthcare?
Family members who care for their loved
ones who have advanced medical or personal needs. It’s a full time, often thankless, volunteer job.
How do you go the extra mile to improve patient care, community health
or hospital operations?
The extra mile for me most often involves
taking a little extra time with each patient or family encounter to communicate
and educate. Those few extra minutes
have a large impact over time.
Read the full Q&A online at
www.medicalnews.md.

T. J. Health Pavilion
Glasgow, KY

HEALTHCARE ARCHITECTURE
613 West Main Street

Major who gave lectures when I was in
one of my Army officer training courses
talked about going about your day and
your life such that as long as you could
lay down your head on the pillow at night
and feel you did your best, then that’s all
you can do.



859.402.8008 | www.stengelhill.com
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P E O P L E in brief
Brain Injury Association of Kentucky
Mary Hass, the
volunteer advocacy
director, was the
first recipient of the
NABIS Michael
Davis Advocacy
Award, named in
recognition of a
board member who
passed away last year.

J a m e s
Fr a z i e r, I I I ,
managing
member, a nd
Jack W heat,
member, have
been recognized
as ‘Leaders in
their Field’ by
Chamber USA.

HASS

Dean Dorton Allen Ford

Paula Hanson,
director of Tax
Services, has been
named as a winner
of the Martha Layne
Collins Leadership
Award for 2016. This
award recognizes
Kentucky women
of achievement who
HANSON
inspire and motivate
other women through their personal,
community, and professional lives.

FRAZIER

Terri Stallard,
member, has been
recognized as a
top author in 2015
by JD Supra’s first
annual Readers’
Choice Awards in
the area of Estate
Planning.
WILLIAMS

STALLARD

Ross Ewing,
a s s o c i ate , h a s
been recognized
among the top in
his industry by the
expert network,
an invitation
only service for
disting uished
professionals.
WHEAT

Corporate
Government Access
Healthcare Regulation
Real Estate
Litigation
Estate Planning
Employment Law

TEG Architects

MCBRAYER, MCGINNIS, LESLIE & KIRKLAND

EWING

Stacy Williams
was recently hired as
project architect /
planner. Williams
comes with extensive
understanding on
hospital operations,
policies, processes
and how these
factors impact – or
are impacted by –
architecture.

Know someone who
is on the move?
Email sally@
igemedia.com.
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N E W S in brief

Event calendar
Derby Partnering Summit

The Art and Science of Palliative Medicine Conference

Location: RiverCenter, 10 East Rivercenter
Blvd., Covington, Ky. 41011
5-7
I n f o : T h e m i d w e s t ’s l a r g e s t l i f e s c i e n c e s e v e n t .
www.derbysummit.com

Time: 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Location: Keeneland Sales Pavilion,
13
4201 Versailles Rd, Lexington, Ky. 40510
Info: Bringing together the Kentucky healthcare community together
to identify ways to improve care for the seriously ill. See the full list
of speakers and the conference agenda at hospicebg.org/artandscience.

May

KHA Annual Volunteer Convention
May

12

Location: Lexington Convention Center,
430 West Vine Street, Lexington, Ky. 40507
To register: For more information and to register, visit the web
site at convention.kyha.com.

Kentucky Hospital Association Annual Convention
Location: Lexington Convention Center,
430
West Vine Street, Lexington, Ky. 40507
12-13
To register: For more information and to register, visit the web
site at convention.kyha.com.
May

May

Appalachian Research Day
Time: 9 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Location: UK Center of Excellence in Rural Health,
18
750 Morton Blvd. Hazard, Ky. 41701
Info: Community-based research can be an effective way to address
health disparities in rural Appalachian communities by identifying
problems and sharing workable solutions.
To register: For more information and to register, visit the web site at
ruralhealth.med.uky.edu.
May

Have an event you’d like to share with the
healthcare community in Kentuck y? Email sally@igemedia.com.

TEG ARCHITECTS
Architecture | Planning | Interior Design

| Innovative Facility Solutions | Exceptional Visualization
Health Care | Commercial | Educational
www.teg123.com | 502.561.8440
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Keeping the game fair...

...so you’re not fair game.
Your Kentucky medicine
is getting hit from all angles.
You need to stay focused and on point—
confident in your coverage.
Get help protecting your practice,
with resources that make important
decisions easier.

Healthcare Liability Insurance & Risk Resource Services
ProAssurance Group is rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best.

Want to reduce risk? >> ProAssurance.com/Seminars

800.282.6242 • ProAssurance.com
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N E W S in brief

Meet Your Provider
W hy did
you choose
nursing?
I chose nursing
because there is
nothing better
than being able
to help someone in need.
It is extremely
fulfilling to be
able to give them the best possible care
and make a difference in their lives.
What did you value most
about Spencerian?
The instructors taught and prepared
me more for my future than I ever
thought possible. I received one-onone instruction as much as I needed.
I also enjoyed clinicals, as they were
great opportunities and helped prepare me even more for my future
career. At Spencerian they give you
more than your degree, they give you
success in your career and life. My
saying has always been, “Spencerian

FAST FACTS
Michael Bond, graduate
of Spencerian Louisville
Degree: Practical Nursing, 2014
Current position: St. Claire
Regional Hospital
Future plans: Pursue an RN degree

College, preparing your today for a
better tomorrow!”
W hat adv ice do you have
for st udents?
Hold on to your dream no matter how
hard the journey may become. When
you receive your degree, it’s more
than just a piece of paper. You are
reaching your life’s goals and ambitions, and are truly prepared for your
new journey that you will embark on
as a professional.

WANT
TO STAY
INFORMED ON
ALL THINGS
HEALTHCARE
IN KENTUCKY?

SIGN UP
for a complimentary subscription
to Medical News and the
Medical News enewsletter at
www.medicalnews.md.

Centerstone and Seven
Counties pursue affiliation
Centerstone and Seven Counties, two
leading behavioral healthcare organizations, have signed a letter of intent to pursue an affiliation. By joining together, the
two organizations will be able to better
meet the needs of people of all ages and
expand access to innovative services and
programs in each of the communities they
serve and across the nation.
“ S e ven Cou nties is a leader in the
behavioral healthcare
field, known for its
dedication to quality
care and service and
for its commitment
to innovations in how
GUTH
care is delivered to
people of all ages,” said
David Guth, Jr., CEO of Centerstone.
“Centerstone and Seven Counties have a
great deal in common, including a drive
to advance not just how our organizations
reach and serve the people in our communities, but how behavioral healthcare
is provided across the nation. We are excited to have signed this letter of intent
and to take the next step in exploring
how a potential affiliation could benefit
our organizations and our employees,
clients and industry.”
If finalized, the Centerstone/Seven
Counties affiliation would create an organization with 181 locations in Florida,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee and approximately $310 million in
annual revenues. It would employ more
than 4,500 people and serve an estimated
150,000 individuals of all ages.
“The healthcare
field is changing rapidly,” said Anthony
“Tony” Zipple, Sc.D.,
president and CEO
of Seven Counties.
“Seven Counties has
made great strides in
ZIPPLE
creating a pioneering
service delivery model
for individuals with a range of mental
health and addiction concerns as well as
those with developmental or intellectual
disabilities. As part of Centerstone, we

have an opportunity to take our organization and what we’ve developed to
the next level, further strengthening
the care we provide locally and making
a greater impact on behavioral healthcare nationwide.”
Centerstone is one of the largest nonprofit providers of behavioral healthcare
in the nation. In operation for more than
60 years, it provides treatment, support
and educational programs and services to
more than 123,000 people in Florida, Illinois, Indiana, and Tennessee who have
mental health and addiction disorders and
developmental disabilities each.
Additionally, Centerstone operates Centerstone Research Institute,
which specializes in improving healthcare through research and information
technology, as well as subsidiaries dedicated to improving access to services and
advancing patient care and outcomes,
and establishing integrated care clinics
to serve many physical and behavioral
healthcare needs.
Seven Counties Services provides
behavioral healthcare, substance use and
developmental services to more than
34,000 people in Kentucky. The largest
non-hospital, not-for-profit employer in
the Louisville Metro area, it is nationally
recognized for its innovative and effective
services and treatments.
With the letter of intent signed by
their respective Boards of Directors, Centerstone and Seven Counties will conduct
a period of due diligence and negotiate
the terms of an affiliation agreement. This
process, which includes standard legal and
regulatory reviews, is expected to take 6090 days.
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Life Sciences groups collaborate to build
a Kentucky – Massachusetts Turnpike
Kentucky Life Science Council and MassBio partner on startup mentoring initiatives.
By Kyle Keeney, PhD
There is a movement developing to redefine the geographic
nature of biotech innovation called the
Massachusetts Turnpike Partnership. It is
an alliance founded by
MassBio
and Kentucky
KEENEY
Life Sciences Council,
two regional non-profits focused on advancing the value of life science research
for industry and patients.

This industry will not prosper if
we stay in our clusters and let
the rest of the network drown
due to lack of attention.

It’s apparent to innovators that collaboration and new partnership models
open the doors to biotech’s promise. a
partnership designed to foster collaboration
between the two clusters and accelerate research to benefit patients and the healthcare system. The Turnpike is an extension
of MassBio’s MassCONNECT program,
which under the leadership of Rakhshita
Dhar and Anna Christo, has become a top
mentoring program for life science entrepreneurs in Massachusetts.
The Turnpike Partnership extends biotech collaboration networks into the central
United States, where inclusive partnership
models emphasize quality research over
quality of profits.
It is imagined as innovation without
borders.
Beyond Borders
There are no knowledge monopolies

Shortening the distance between
Kentucky and Massachusetts
That is the goal of the KLSC/MassBio partnership. “The KyMass
Turnpike” focuses on increasing capital and partnering
opportunities for both states. It is a two way street. Kentucky
companies need access to capital and partnerships outside
of the Commonwealth. The Boston life sciences ecosystem
needs new investments, research opportunities and to
expand the reach of partnerships. Kentucky provides a cost
effective environment to incubate and validate ideas.

and innovation goes beyond borders. The
complexity of human biology and unmet
medical need demands that we embrace
collaboration as a way to find and catalyze
critical research and development, and we
hope this partnership can help to usher in
a new model of collaboration in life sciences. We are heartened by the response as
a significant number of MassCONNECT
mentors and Massachusetts executives have
signed on to help with the construction of
the Turnpike.
There has never been a greater need for
collaboration. For industry to do well, we

have to work together. This industry will
not prosper if we stay in our clusters and
let the rest of the network drown due to
lack of attention.
Why Kentucky?
Known for its biologistics industry,
Kentucky is ideally situation to intermediate the needs of biotech’s competing
powers through a unifying need: access
and distribution to patients. Geographically, Kentucky is the center of the U.S.
transportation and logistics industries.
Kentucky is also home to two influential

Kentucky life sciences leaders traveled to Cambridge for MassBio’s Annual Meeting last
month. Pictured here (l-r): Robert K. Coughlin, President & CEO, MassBio; Kyle Keeney,
President & CEO, Kentucky Life Sciences Council; Kris Kimel, founder & CEO, Kentucky Space;
Twyman Clements, President, Space Tango; John Hallinan, Chief Business Office, MassBio.

senators—Senators Mitch McConnell and
Rand Paul. The political clout that helped
Cambridge flourish in the 1970s is now
descending upon Kentucky. It has the potential to empower relationships between
far-flung researchers through a clear regulatory environment.
In our partnership model, Massachusetts provides leadership in many ways.
But we have to pay attention to the small
organisms, the honeybees. Our model pays
attention to the pollinators. It mitigates the
risk of the Midwest and the Central US
turning into a research desert.

In our partnership model,
Massachusetts provides
leadership in many ways. But
we have to pay attention to the
small organisms, the honeybees.

Opportunities to Partner
Researchers interested in the Turnpike Partnership were invited to attend
the Derby Partnering Summit. Held May
5-7, 2016 in Covington, Ky., the Derby
Partnering Summit addressed the interests of academic and private researchers,
entrepreneurs and industry executives. The
event began with a day for postdocs and
emerging entrepreneurs to receive one-onone mentoring with industry veterans. The
second day was focused on industry and
regulatory updates. True to the Summit’s
banner slogan to “partner with a champion,” the Summit culminated trackside at
the 142nd running of the Kentucky Derby.
—Kyle Keeney, PhD is president and
CEO of Kentucky Life Sciences Council. Keeney is the co-founder of the Kentucky Turnpike.
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TURNPIKE PARTN
Kentucky Life Science Council
The Kentucky Life Sciences Council is a trade association operating
in conjunction with an educational foundation. Together they
represent and support the life science community in Kentucky,
providing innovation services, commercialization support, public
policy and advocacy. The purpose of KLSC is to create a favorable
business environment for Kentucky’s life science community to
discover, produce, and deliver products that benefit society.
“The problem facing early stage biotech
companies in the Midwest is that once they
get out of academia, they realize there is
little understanding in local entrepreneurship
circles of what it takes to commercialize a life science
innovation. We created the Turnpike Partnership to help find
investors and biotech expertise and connect our entrepreneurs
with commercialization partners from around the world.”
– Kyle Keeney, Founder and CEO

Bexion Pharmaceuticals
Bexion Pharmaceuticals is a privatelyheld biotech company focused on the
development and commercialization
of innovative cures for cancer. Bexion’s first-in class biologic,
BXQ-350, has demonstrated selective tumor targeting with the
potential for clinical efficacy in a broad range of cancers. In 2013
the NCI awarded Bexion a prestigious “Bridge Award” of $3 million
to support testing of BXQ-350 in the clinic. In February 2015, the
FDA granted Bexion Orphan Drug status for Saposin C, the active
ingredient in its proprietary drug BXQ-350 for the potential treatment
of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), a type of brain cancer.
“We don’t need to be in San Diego or San Francisco
because Covington, while small, has the benefit of being
next to a larger city with amenities and universities.”
– Ray Takigiku. CEO

Scottish Lifesciences
Association
The Scottish Lifesciences Association (SLA) is the voice of Scotland’s
vibrant life sciences industries to investors, NHSScotland, the Scottish
and UK Governments, and the wider community. SLA is driven by
and networks with members through 12 Special Interest Groups.
They help each other to grow members’ businesses, and engage
with the NHS and Government to grow the life sciences sector in
Scotland. SLA helps take ideas from conception to global sales.
“The Turnpike Partnership will assist in exchanging ideas
and building commercial relationships between the United
States and Scotland. As technology decreases the distance
between ideas and the marketplace, we continue to find
innovative ways to explore mutually beneficial relationships.“
– Scott Johnstone, CEO

Creating Innovation by Improving

The Turnpike Partnership is an initiative to help bring ideas
lab to the marketplace. This global connection will help en
even if they are a world apart. It will also enable internatio
efficient manner.

The Turnpike Partnership is innovation and economic devel

NERSHIP
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Life Sciences groups collaborate to build
a Kentucky – Massachusetts Turnpike

g Access to Ideas and Resources

to the marketplace by shortening the distance from the
nsure that ideas have access to the resources they need,
onal companies to find new technologies in places in an

lopment without borders.

MassBio
MassBio represents and provides
services and support for the
world’s leading life sciences supercluster. MassBio is committed to
advancing Massachusetts’ leadership in the life sciences to grow the
industry, add value to the healthcare system and improve patient
lives. Representing more than 700 biotechnology companies,
academic institutions, disease foundations and other organizations
involved in life sciences and healthcare, MassBio leverages its
unparalleled network of innovative companies and industry thought
leaders to advance policy and promote education, while providing
member programs, events, industry information, and services.
“As a parent of a child with cystic fibrosis, and speaking on
behalf of all patients, we don’t care where a therapy or cure
comes from. We are especially intrigued by the potential
of combining a good idea in Kentucky with a good idea in
Massachusetts to create a great idea that provides value to
patients, the healthcare system, and our respective clusters.”
– Robert Coughlin, President and CEO

Indiana Health Industry Forum
IHIF is a statewide trade association representing members of
Indiana’s health science business community. The diverse members
of the Indiana Health Industry Forum generate the collective
voice of the state’s health and life science industry. The mission
is to connect key stakeholders to: enhance business networks,
advocate for member interests, develop
workforce skills, and provide strategic
vision in the interest of growing the state’s
health industry economy and reputation.
“The goal for this industry is to help people live better, longer
lives – with that in mind, working together in whatever
capacity brings scientific innovation, talent, and capital
together in the most effective, efficient, and safe way
opens up limitless possibilities. Good ideas can come from
anywhere but it is really only the power of a strong and
responsive network that can bring them to fruition.”
– Kristin Jones, President and CEO

InScope Medical
InScope Medical is a Kentucky-based start-up company that
created the OneScope, which streamlines the intubation process for
physicians. The proprietary technology simplifies the placement of a
breathing tube by combining the
laryngoscope and the suction
tool so that physicians don’t
have to juggle multiple tools.
“As you can imagine, there aren’t a lot of mentor options in
the life sciences in Kentucky. Getting connected to the right
mentors and networking with executives and life science leaders
in Boston have been instrumental to our growth and success.”
– Maggie Galloway, Inscope CEO and cofounder
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Derby Partnering Summit

Scottish Lifescience Association Meeting

May 5-7 Covington, KY

June 2 Louisville, KY

Sanofi Pharma Day

Exomedicine Conference

May 17-18 Cambridge, MA

June 6-7 La Jolla, CA

Ag Biotech Entrepreneurial Showcase

BIO International Convention

May 18 Research Triangle Park, NC

June 7-9 San Francisco, CA

Quebec Economic Partnership Summit

Neurotrauma Convention

May 24-25 Louisville, KY

June 26-30 Lexington, KY

SPONSORS

Kentucky
Innovation Network
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Do more with less - the ever-present challenge for hospitals
Burdened at every level to find ways to competitively deliver high-quality care, in an optimal
environment, using less resources.
By Janet Lively and Angie Stokes
For hospitals and healthcare systems, remaining continually competitive
means providing superior healthcare,
which requires significant investment in
top physicians, clinical staff and medical equipment. It also means improving
or maintaining high Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) scores, margin
and driving cost out of your business.
While not as glamorous, utilities and
infrastructure can either enhance or impede the items above. Most administrators identify with the fact that most of
their facility infrastructure assets are at,
or beyond, their expected normal useful
life; introducing unnecessary risk, compromised service and compliance, adding to the cost of business and detracting
from the ability to deliver quality care.

The objective – to fund
deferred infrastructure
investment through energy
savings initiatives. By thinking
about energy savings as a
funding mechanism you can
identify and alleviate the most
painful asset problems across
your system or campus.
With a handful of exceptions, most
hospitals with aging infrastructure annually allocate capital to cover deferred
maintenance; in other cases, there may
simply be under-leveraged newer facilities. These cases provide a unique opportunity to address rising utility costs
and aging infrastructure through selfliquidating programs, paid for through
energy savings. This cost avoidance not
only enables this type of program, but its
benefits compound over time, combatting the impending annual utility cost
escalation (projected to be as much as 20
percent in the next five years).

Energy Enables Investment
The objective – to fund deferred infrastructure investment through energy
savings initiatives. By thinking about
energy savings as a funding mechanism
you can identify and alleviate the most
painful asset problems across your system or campus. Tailored solutions reduce
operating costs, improve performance
and dependability, ensure compliance,
mitigate risk and elevate the environment of care. Within your energy spending portfolio, HVAC, Hot, Chilled and
Domestic Water Systems (equipment
and controls) and lighting account for
approximately 85 percent of your costs.
In other words, if your annual utility bill
is $1,000,000, these factors account for
$850,000 of that expense.
This approach challenges the notion
that it’s less costly to fix on fail or delay
purchasing of more efficient equipment
until nearly unavoidable. Progressive
organizations recognize there are real
cost implications for doing nothing; they
found they were spending money on increasing utility costs, maintenance and
capital investments and losing energy efficiency with outdated systems. It is undeniable that cutting the delta between
cost increases and efficiency is real, and
that the realized cost avoidance figures
could be reallocated toward infrastructure upgrades. It requires organizations
to look at the total cost of ownership,
not first cost.
Driving Forces Beyond Our Control
The global energy markets are experiencing dynamic changes; many not
seen in decades. Federal agency legislation has changed the game with re-

spect to the coal market and the aging
grid dependent upon it. This, of course,
drives the price of electricity up. While
Kentucky utility costs have been traditionally low, compared to other markets,
the looming conversion of coal-fired to
gas-f ired utility production across the
state will drive electricity costs higher.
Meanwhile, domestic production of
natural gas has stabilized and delivers
record-low prices. This enables healthcare organizations to reallocate and reduce their costs, through the creative
usage of this resource, with innovative
approaches and new technologies.

Most administrators identify
with the fact that most of
their facility infrastructure
assets are at, or beyond,
their expected normal useful
life; introducing unnecessary
risk, compromised service
and compliance, adding to
the cost of business and
detracting from the ability
to deliver quality care.
Gain Control with Innovation
and Technology
The genesis of an energy initiative
leverages the energy potential to address the asset needs. By coupling energy conservation measures that address
both infrastructure needs and those that
generate energy savings, hospitals can
proactively manage their energy and
put funds once restricted for capital into
more mission critical investments.
One such method creatively uses

methods such as combined cycle to
capture and repurpose energy lost in
traditional applications. Pardon a little
engineering speak - hospitals have both
thermal and electrical loads (electricity
and heat needs). You buy electric from
a provider and typically the thermal
load is supplied by a boiler. In this example, what if you could generate your
electricity necessary to run chillers and
capture lost (wasted energy) heat for the
boiler, increasing efficiency by as much
as 30 percent?
Benefits of Energy Initiatives
Energy improvement initiatives can
achieve the following objectives for hospitals and healthcare systems:
− Reduce risk (areas of compliance and
equipment failure).
− Address capacity or redundancy.
− Gain new and reliable infrastructure
assets.
− Control cost (energy, maintenance,
capital).
− Elevate maintenance and engineering
productivity.
− Improve performance.
− Reduce of energy consumption.
− Reduce annual capital and operational investment requirements for
infrastructure.
− Ma x imiz e you r f ut u re energ y posit ion.
Attacking these opportunities garners projected savings that not only addresses, in some cases, millions of dollars in aging assets, but positions you to
combat imminent energy changes.
There are many methods to capture
savings, lower your operating, maintenance and capital costs. The paradigm
shift is to look at energy differently.
To see it as a vehicle to self-liquidate,
mitigate price increases and risk, address infrastructure needs and reallocate funds and human resources toward
delivering healthcare.
— Janet Lively is in business development at Harshaw Trane and Angie
Stokes is healthcare account executive at
Harshaw Trane.
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Lean in healthcare facility design
Appearance is important, but design and layout will impact
efficiency of care and support services.
By Sue Kozlowski
Many healthcare professionals understand the value of using a Lean approach to reducing waste and maximizing the efficiency of the workforce. The
concept of Lean Design (in new or remodeled construction) is gaining widespread application as the way to support
the value-added elements of patient care
and care support processes.
The challenge is two-fold:
1. To create a space that fosters efficiency
by its layout, in all three dimensions.
2. To develop a workspace that is flexible to adapt as the needs of the future
become clear. In order to accomplish
this, the work needs to be planned

around the needs of the users of the
environment – the customers, visitors,
and the workers.
How can this be accomplished? Not
surprisingly, the same approach that is used
for process improvement can be used for
design improvement.
− There will be an investment of time,
materials, and energy in the planning
stage that may seem larger than necessary – but proper planning prevents
poor performance, and the benefits will
be reaped as design decisions are made
in the later stages.
− Hospital leaders, staff, patients, and
visitors must all contribute to the planning stage as part of an interdisciplinary
team. As the users of the environment,

“I know that I’m in
the right place”

The Family Health Centers are dedicated to providing
primary and preventive health care to all, regardless of ability
to pay . We serve the working poor, the uninsured, those
experiencing homelessness, refugees from all over the world,
and anyone in need of affordable, high quality health care.
To learn more about opportunities in any of our seven
Louisville Metro locations, please contact:
recruitment@fhclouisville.org ǀ 502-772-8574
www.fhclouisville.org
fhclouisville

they determine what is value added in
the facility. And, if allowed to design
separate parts of the structure without
regard to the overall plan, each part will
not contribute to an efficient whole.
− The Current State is studied to identify
where the existing layout causes barriers
or bottlenecks in service. A Future State
is outlined to address those areas.
The architectural f irm must lead
these planning sessions, for two reasons.
First, most of us users of facility design don’t know much about the design
process itself – we only know what we
experience. We must rely on experts to
tell us the consequence of certain design
choices that sound appealing on the surface – including cost consequences. Second, while we bring our own individual
experiences to bear on design issues, the
architects know what has worked – and
not worked – in their previous client design work and can guide the planning
team along the most efficient path.
Strategic Planning
Another important factor is the strategic planning process for the organization
and projections of future volume – and –
future workforce needs. In five years, or
ten years, will we need the same number
of acute care beds? How can we design
flexible rooms and spaces that could serve
a variety of needs over time?
Here are some tools that are helpful
when using the Lean Design approach:
− A Value Stream Map lays out the valueadded steps in a process, to make the
steps visual and enable deeper understanding of the trigger step, process activities and outcome that is received by

the customer.
− The use of full-scale mock-ups of workspaces and care spaces is essential to understand how the physical space allows
the work to occur. The approach called
3P (for Product, Process, Preparation)
can quickly help a team to discover the
functionality of a design that looks great
on paper.
− The concept of Seven Ways challenges
teams to come up with at least seven
ways that design objectives can be
met. This encourages creative thinking and enables teams to break down
barriers in thinking.
Value Engineering
Let’s talk for a moment about the
concept of Value Engineering. This term
is used to describe the cost-cutting that
takes place when the design starts to exceed the budget. However, the teams that
participated in the design should be consulted as to the impact of any adjustments
to the plan, since they are also aware of the
domino-effect that may occur as a result.
For example, reducing the size of a
room used for registration may seem like
a good idea, until the staff realizes that
often, family members come in with the
patient and supply information that the
patient doesn’t remember. Therefore, reducing the room size to fit one patient and
one registrar will result in family members
standing in the doorway with compromised
confidentiality.
— Sue Kozlowski is senior director at
TechSolve Inc. in Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Cedar Lake’s Intermediate Care Homes in LaGrange
are move-in ready
Homes offer comprehensive care, as well as a chance for residents to live in a real neighborhood.
By Jason Squires
After more than three years of research and planning and a year of construction, Cedar Lake’s two four-bed ICF/IID
(Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals
with Intellectual Disabilities) homes in the
Sycamore Run neighborhood in LaGrange,
Kentucky are nearly complete. The eight
individuals who will be moving into the
homes have been selected and are working
with their families and staff to prepare for
the transition. After a series of inspections,
residents will move from a larger facility
into the homes in June of 2016.
These homes are the first of their
kind in the state of Kentucky and will offer nursing care, therapeutic services, and
behavior and psychological support for

Exterior of ICF/IID home at Sycamore Run. Photo courtesy of Cedar Lake.

adults with intellectual and developmental
disabilities. Most importantly, these homes
will provide adults who have high-intensity
support needs with the opportunity to live
in a neighborhood community.

The design of the Sycamore Run ICF
homes incorporates the healthcare needs
of their residents, such as wider corridors,
specialty bathing facilities, full mobility
access, bariatric accommodations and the

The best foundation is skilled legal counsel.

With former contractors, engineers and owners on our team, we understand the complex
legal issues surrounding all facets of construction. We can help you with everything from
contract negotiations and claim prevention to labor disputes and complex litigation.
For more information about how we can help, visit stites.com

KENTUCKY • INDIANA • GEORGIA • TENNESSEE • VIRGINIA

various background systems to allow for a
safe and caring environment including a
nurse call, security, fire safety and a storm
proof shelter.
“Choosing the right builder who is
experienced in healthcare and residential,
is high quality oriented, and who also is a
real team player was a key part of the success of this project, and we applaud F.W.
Owens for their tremendous contribution,”
said project architect Ed Eiche.
The project has been made possible by
The James Graham Brown Foundation,
Peyton Samuel Head/Louise Duncan
Head Trust, The Robert W. Rounsavall Jr.
Family Foundation, The Gheens Foundation, and The Cralle Foundation.
— Jason Squires is vice president of Operations at Cedar Lake in LaGrange, Kentucky.
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Lexington Clinic Beaumont, designed
with the patient in mind
Improved patient flow, standardization of work spaces to allow
multiple people in multiple roles.
ington Clinic director of operations for
Lexington Clinic Beaumont. “This allows
patients to proceed from the waiting area,
to the exam room, then to any needed ancillary services and finally to check-out in a
timely manner and with as little confusion
as possible.”
In addition to the streamlined layout,
Lexington Clinic Beaumont conceals all
staff areas, including nursing stations, the
break room, delivery and courier drop-off
and housekeeping stations, from patients’
view. The facility has a core work area that
houses patient check-in and check-out as
well as the facility’s phones, in easily identifiable central station.
Even details as subtle as the artwork
and color palette selected for the building
were chosen to create a calming atmosphere for patients.

By Sarah Wilder
Lexington Clinic Beaumont, a stateof-the-art facility that offers both family
care for all ages, and walk-in and urgent
care services, opened its doors to the public
in November. Prior to the opening, extensive planning was put in to the design of
the building by Lexington Clinic physicians and extenders, staff and the architect
to ensure the building was designed to accommodate the patient.

“We have worked on the
design of this building to
improve patient flow and
standardization of all work
spaces so that each work
station can be worked by
multiple people in multiple
roles,” Kimberly Hudson,
MD, internal medicine/
pediatric physician at
Lexington Clinic Beaumont.
“This project has brought together
more than two years of work from people
at all levels of our business,” said Kimberly
Hudson, MD, internal medicine/pediatric
physician at Lexington Clinic Beaumont.
“We have worked on the design of this
building to improve patient flow and standardization of all work spaces so that each
work station can be worked by multiple
people in multiple roles.”
In addition to standardizing the shape,
size, layout and stocking of all patient
rooms, Lexington Clinic Beaumont also
incorporates design choices to enhance
each patient’s experience and promote efficient, quality care.
“When planning the building layout,
we located all patient rooms on the two
exterior hallways, both of which feed to
a central area that holds ancillary services
and check-out,” said Donna Griggs, Lex-

Patient check in and waiting area.

Patient check out.

Safety in Mind
In addition to the features added to
specifically enhance the patient experience, there are also design elements of the
building added specifically for the safety of
not only the patients, but the physicians,
extenders and staff as well.
“Employee security and safety is one
of our priorities with this design. Cameras
are located throughout the facility that allow physicians and staff to see view waiting
rooms and the exterior of the building, as
well as key-card access,” said Nick Moran,
Lexington Clinic director of facilities and
grounds. “Employees to quickly identify
any potential threat or danger and address
immediately to ensure safety.”
“At Lexington Clinic, our mission is
to ‘deliver personalized care…as we work
in partnership with our patients to enhance
and maintain their quality of life.’ We take
this to heart when planning our facilites,”
said Griggs. “Each decision made at Lexington Clinic Beaumont, from the artwork
on the walls to the layout of the building,
was made with the patient in mind.”
— Sarah W ilde r is with the
Lexington Clinic.
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Architectu r e & Design Rou n d Up
University of Kentucky Collaborative
Research Center

A $265 million, 306,000-squarefoot collaborative research center
broke ground in late October at the
University of Kentucky (UK) on the
Lexington campus. HGA Architects
and Engineers (HGA), an integrated
architecture, engineering and planning f irm, is the lead design architect for the facility that will house
scientif ic research that will work to
resolve health disparities in Kentucky

such as cancer, obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and substance
abuse. Champlin Architecture serves
as the executive architect and architect of record.
Slated for completion in summer
of 2018, the new structure, Research
Building Two (RB2), is set to attract
world-class researchers by supporting UK’s goal to approach healthcare
with science.

NKU’s Health Innovation Center
under construction

Northern Kentucky University’s
new Health Innovation Center, is under construction on NKU’s Highland
Heights campus. The Center is expected
to open in 2018. It will be home to the
College of Health Professions and provide space to grow existing programs as
well as add offerings, including an addiction science program.
The center will bring together experts from each of NKU’s six colleges to
create transdisciplinary teams to study

healthcare from new perspectives. The
approach will combine data analytics,
psychology, preventative care, and holistic approaches to help address population health challenges such as addiction
and chronic illness.
The facility is designed by CO
Architects of Los Angeles and GBBN
Architects of Cincinnati. The construction manager is Turner Construction of Cincinnati.

Messer Construction selected for
Audubon renovation

Norton Healthcare Inc. has selected
Messer Construction Co. as the construction manager for its planned $107
million upgrade and expansion of Norton Audubon Hospital.
Construction of the project will
be managed by the Louisville off ice
of Messer, which is headquartered in
Cincinnati.
Messer has worked with Norton
before on building Norton Brownsboro

Hospital and a $70 million renovation
project at Kosair Children’s Hospital.
Construction work at Audubon, off Poplar Level Road in Louisville, is expected
to begin in spring of 2016.
Plans for the hospital include building a two-story addition to support 74
private patient beds, remodeling existing patient rooms, and upgrading and
expanding the emergency department,
intensive care unit and open heart unit.

Baptist Health Richmond, emergency
department phase 1

The phased renovation of the new
emergency department at Baptist Health
Richmond began in late 2016 with an
expected completion date scheduled for
June 2016. The first of three phases has
officially been completed, opening eight
new bays that offer enclosed patient spaces with doors and curtains rather than
curtain-only separators.
The entire project involves an extensive 13,600 square foot renovation to
the exteriors of all buildings on campus.
Interior renovations encompass a new
20-exam room emergency department,
laboratory, cafeteria, main lobby, chapel,

gift shop, pharmacy, expansion and OB/
Women’s Services. Site modifications,
including a traffic circle at the entry, will
improve and organize vehicular traffic.
T h rou gh T EG ’s Ef f ic ient
Design+Productive Care Planning and
Design Strategies, this facility was designed to promote high quality patient
care and staff efficiency improvements.
This design process is founded on the
concept of combining healthcare’s evolution with healthcare facilities while
involving extensive collaboration between the design team, clinical staff
and physicians.
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Kentucky’s acute care hospitals soon to be SANE-ready
Goal of provision implemented by 2016 General Assembly is to provide
high-quality healthcare to sexual assault victims.
By Eileen Recktenwald
Kentucky’s acute
care hospitals soon will
be able to seek certification as Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner
(SANE)-ready facilities
under a measure passed
into law by the 2016
RECKTENWALD
General Assembly.
The Sexual Assault Forensic Evidence
(SAFE) Act is a comprehensive measure
designed to address the backlog of untested
sexual assault evidence kits and other issues related to sexual assault investigations
uncovered by former Auditor Adam Edelen
last year. The bill, which enjoyed broad, bi-

partisan support, was championed by Senators Denise Harper Angel of Louisville
and Whitney Westerfield of Hopkinsville.
It passed both chambers unanimously.
Among other provisions, the SAFE
Act seeks to improve the quality of care
sexual assault victims receive by establishing a SANE-ready designation for acute
care hospitals that have a SANE nurse on
call 24/7. The Cabinet for Health and Family Services will be charged with annually
certifying SANE-ready hospitals, posting
a list of those hospitals on its website and
providing the list to the Kentucky Board
of Emergency Medical Services. The state
Board of EMS, in turn, shall share that list
with the local EMS providers.
Former Auditor Edelen’s special report

We believe the SANE-ready
designation has the potential
to go a long way toward
improving the care sexual
assault victims receive.
found a shortfall of SANE nurses in Kentucky, resulting in troubling experiences for
victims. The Auditor’s office surveyed community hospitals in Kentucky and found
that 61 percent of those responding did not
have a SANE nurse on staff.
SANEs undergo 40 hours of didactic
training in a classroom setting and extensive field and hands-on training before
they may apply to the Kentucky Board of
Nursing for their SANE credential. The
training is voluntary and hospitals are not
required to have SANE nurses on staff.
Hospitals don’t get credit toward any accreditations for having SANE nurses and
training opportunities are limited, as are
resources to support training.
Yet, we know from research that
having SANEs offers many benefits to
victims, hospitals, emergency room physicians and non-SANE nurses. These examinations are time consuming, highly
invasive and often re-traumatizing for
victims. The specialized training SANE
nurses receive – and the fact that nurses
who have received the training generally
do so out of a desire to help victims – increases the likelihood that the trauma of
the exam is minimized and that victims
receive compassionate, responsive care.
State law requires that healthcare facilities that offer emergency services provide these exams at the request of patients
who present with a complaint of rape or
sexual assault. That means that physicians
and nurses who lack SANE training must
perform the exams if a SANE nurse isn’t
on staff or on call. Yet we know from the
regional rape crisis centers that there is
sometimes confusion by hospital staff over
the requirements and that ER physicians
generally don’t want to conduct these exams because they are so time consuming.
In the worst-case scenarios, hospitals have

wrongly turned victims away or made them
wait up to six hours to be seen. For victims
who haven’t showered or changed clothing,
this only adds to their trauma.
We believe the SANE-ready designation has the potential to go a long way toward improving the care sexual assault victims receive. It is modeled after the stroke
designation implemented by the Legislature via Senate Bill 1 in 2010. Prior to the
passage of that bill, Kentucky had about a
dozen primary stroke centers. According
to the American Heart Association, we
now have 21 primary stroke centers, three
comprehensive stroke centers and one acute
stroke center – and EMS know where those
centers are located. Time is of the essence
in treating stroke victims, and the rate at
which the lifesaving, clot-busting drug is
administered has more than doubled.
Time also is of the essence when treating sexual assault victims. We know they
are the most vulnerable in the hours immediately following an assault, and they
may change their minds about reporting
the crime and seeking the care they need.
We also know that mental health and other
medical problems develop or are exacerbated for far too many victims of sexual
assault, turning them into heavy utilizers of
our healthcare system down the road. They
are 26 times more likely to abuse drugs, 13
times as likely to abuse alcohol, six times as
likely to suffer PTSD, four times as likely
to contemplate suicide and three times as
likely to suffer from depression.
We believe that hospitals have a
unique opportunity to partner with victims’ advocates in providing high-quality,
responsive care at the outset, as well as
prevention, early detection and treatment
of other medical issues. KASAP believes
that begins with compassionate, dedicated SANE nurses who are available 24/7.
We are hopeful that many of the state’s
acute care hospitals will bring SANE
nurses on board and seek the SANEready designation.
—Eileen Recktenwald is the executive
director of the Kentucky Association of Sexual
Assault Programs.
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UK Researcher Developing Overdose Treatment
By Keith Hautala, Dave Melanson
Jan 17, 2014
__________________________
______________
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Jan. 24, 2014)
— Chang-Guo Zhan, professor in the
University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy’s Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, received a three-year, $1.8 million National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grant to develop a therapeutic treatment
for cocaine overdose.
The development of an anti-cocaine
medication for the treatment of cocaine
overdose has challenged the scientific
community for years. In fact, there is
no current FDA-approved anti-cocaine
overdose medication on the market.
“According to federal data, cocaine
is the No. 1 illicit drug responsible for
drug overdose related emergency department visits,” Zhan said. “More than half
a million people visit emergency rooms
across the country each year due to cocaine overdose.”
This new grant is the fourth in a
series of investigator-initiated research
project (R01) awards that Zhan has received from the NIH to continue to
discover and develop a cocaine abuse
therapy. In previous work, Zhan has developed unique computational design approaches to generate of high activity variants of butyrylcholinesterase (BChE), a
naturally occurring human enzyme that
rapidly transforms cocaine into biologically inactive metabolites.
Zhan and his collaborators have improved BChE catalytic activity specifically against cocaine by 4,000 times. The
focus of this new grant is to optimize and
stabilize these high-activity BChE variants. The hope is that at the end of this
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grant, this therapy will be ready for clinical development.
“Dr. Zhan’s lab is at the leading-edge
of cocaine overdose therapy,” said Linda
Dwoskin, associate dean for research
at the UK College of Pharmacy. “This
grant is the culmination of the pre-clinical, innovative and groundbreaking work
that has been taking place in Dr. Zhan’s
laboratory for many years. The next step
will be to move this potential therapy
into clinical use and make it available to
those who need it.”
Z

“HANDSTAND”, BRONZE BY TUSKA, LEXINGTON, KY. A DECEASED UK FINE ARTS PROFESSOR, TUSKA WAS FASCINATED WITH THE
BEAUTY AND ATHLETICISM OF THE HUMAN FORM.

